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Introduction
Computer technology has proliferated and advanced, from large mainframes

in the 1970s, to the modern smartphone first released in 2007, and beyond. In

this era, empirical research has also proliferated on how people use computer

and internet technology, at times adaptively, but at other times maladap-

tively. Studies have explored benefits of computer technology use, such as

boosting social capital [1], aiding educational learning [2], and facilitating

mental healthcare delivery [3]. Research has also examined the darker side

of such technology use, including adverse effects from overuse [4], work-

related and school-related use interference [5], and concerns about elec-

tronic data breaches [6]. These topics fall within the area of study known as ‘

cyberpsychology.’

Cyberpsychology specifically is the study of how psychological processes

intersect with computer technology use [7,8]. Some research in cyberpsy-

chology examines how computer technology use influences and drives human

behavior (whether in a positive or negative way), such as work mentioned

above on how internet data breaches may cause anxiety [6], or how social

networking site use can promote social capital [1]. Other research in

cyberpsychology explores how computer technology is developed or used
in order to solve human-related and specifically psychology-related chal-

lenges, such as using telehealth interventions to remotely treat mental

health patients [3], or building social robots to improve children’s social

skills [9]. We should also note that cyberpsychology is related to (but distinct

from) the field of human-computer interaction, involving the study of

computer and internet website design, typically focused on improving

the user interface [10].

In the present issue of Current Opinion in Psychology, we offer reviews from

both of these major areas of cyberpsychology research that we described

above. Thus, we include reviews on how computer technology influences

human behavior. And we include reviews about the use of computer

technology in solving psychology-related challenges.

How computer technology influences human behavior
Several papers in this special issue describe possible positive consequences

of computer technology for people. In particular, several authors review

using the internet to develop and maintain romantic relationships [11], and

utilize online communities to harvest and promote knowledge and support
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[12]. Such research is important, given prior unproven myths regarding

online socialization replacing offline social contact [discussed in Ref. 13].

Other authors, however, review research on adverse consequences of

computer technology use, including excessive internet and gaming use

[14–16], adverse effects of interruptive notifications [17], cyberbullying

[18], fake news and filter bubbles [19], and challenges to and concern with

our online privacy and security [20,21]. These reviews should remind us that

new technology is not inherently good or bad, but it is how we use such

technology that determines whether it will have positive or adverse

consequences.

We also include reviews in this category that focus on online self-disclosure

[22], impression management [23], and social comparison [24]. Furthermore,

authors cover individual personality and sociodemographic differences in

how people use the internet and social networking [25], attitudes about

adopting new technology use [26], and the influence of online business

marketing on consumer behavior [27]. These reviews shed further light on

specific ways in which computer technology may influence psychological

and psychosocial processes.

How computer technology has solved psychology-related
challenges
In the year 2020, the entire globe experienced the COVID-19 viral pan-

demic [28], which had profound effects for people traditionally accustomed

to working and attending school in-person and/or offline. The home quar-

antine and social distancing needed to combat COVID-19 [29] suspended

in-person school, and suspended or restricted in-person business in most

parts of the world [30]. Consequently, people in nearly all countries were

required to adapt, using internet technology to attend school and work.

This section’s review of computer technology that has been successfully

used for facilitating mental health and other practical human interventions is

therefore timely and important, given the shift away from in-person inter-

ventions during the pandemic. Authors in this special issue review research

on virtual reality [31,32], and mobile app interventions to facilitate mental

healthcare [33]. Other authors discuss artificial intelligence and machine

learning [34,35] and digital phenotyping [36] in order to improve observation

of human behavior to better understand emotions and behavior [37]. Also

covered is social robotics to implement human socialization interventions

[38], and technology for improving learning outcomes among students [39].

Conclusion
The field of cyberpsychology has been in a rapid expansion over the past

years, since both potential benefits and challenges across different disci-

plines have attracted attention. Moreover, because the role of technology in

people’s lives is increasing, the field of cyberpsychology intersects with more

traditional domains of psychology, such as personality, clinical, as well as

developmental psychology. We believe that not only psychology profes-

sionals, but also those in other fields, may find topics in this special issue

useful.

The current issue covers a variety of topics that are currently not only

attracting attention among academics, but are also frequently discussed in

media outlets for a wider audience. It is not only researchers who want to

know, for example, whether violent videogames may promote aggressive

behavior, or who may be more susceptible to fake news, or how to use digital

technologies, such as virtual reality and social robotics, to promote well-
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being. We believe that with the ever-increasing penetra-

tion of technology in everyday life, several answers are

provided in the work published in this special issue. The

content is not only useful for researchers within specific

subdisciplines of cyberpsychology; one may find these

articles also as useful introductions into different research

areas connected by the interest towards technology’s

relation to human behavior and psychology.

The authors who have contributed to the current special

issue have a wide range of expertise and experience.

Papers are authored by experienced academic researchers

as well as experts who work outside academia, providing a

synthesis of both theoretical and practical merit. We

extend appreciation to all authors for their contribution

to this special issue!

In conclusion, this special issue is a valuable read, cover-

ing up-to-date topics and discussions by experts of several

research (sub)disciplines in the domain of cyberpsychol-

ogy. The work published represent concise overviews of

most recent developments, and many papers also provide

insights into future perspectives, possibly inspiring a large

body of high-quality research. We believe that the reader

of this special issue will not be disappointed by the

content.
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